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What Is SSTV?

● SSTV is a mode that is used to send color or 
monochrome images over voice bandwidths.

● Introduced by Copthorne Macdonald in 
1957–58 at University of Kentucky.

● First tested on the 11 meter ham band (later 
given to CB), 3 KHz bandwidth, using using an 
electrostatic monitor and a vidicon tube.

● Introduced to hams in 1958 in the August issue 
of QST.

● FCC approved the mode for Advanced class 
hams in 1968, later approved for general and 
other classes.



How It Works

● 4 basic parts…
1. Calibration Header
2. VIS Code - tells the SSTV software 

what mode is being used.
3. Scanlines - Brightness is handled 

by varying frequencies.
4. Sync Pulses - Keeps everything in 

sync.
● Color is managed by modulating 

the carrier signal.
● Analog SSTV is not a digital mode. 

No ones and zeros.
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How Can You Do SSTV?

● Early SSTV used expensive purpose built 
equipment. 

● Now, everything is done through software.
● Use a SSTV software and your favorite 

radio digital interface to RX and TX SSTV.
● In a pinch, hold your microphone directly 

to your device’s speaker or mic.
● MMSSTV for Windows
● QSSTV for Linux
● Droid SSTV App on Android
● SSTV Slow Scan TV App on IOS



Where Can You Do SSTV?

Analog SSTV Calling Frequencies

● 14.230 USB - This is by far the most active.
● 10.132 USB - Uses narrow modes like MP73N.
● 7.171 LSB
● 3.845 LSB
● No official calling frequency for 2 Meter FM, but 145.500 - 145.600 is most 

commonly used.
● SSTV Nets - There are some groups that will do SSTV nets on repeaters. 

Operators will typically check in via voice, and then when called on, will send 
their SSTV transmission.



Making a QSO - Step 1: Calling CQ

● A CQ image typically will have text 
saying CQSSTV, or some simply 
will have CQ.

● Also includes the callsign, and any 
other information the operator may 
want others to know.

● Make sure the text can be easily 
read if the image isn’t received with 
great quality.

● More often than not, simple is 
better.



Making a QSO - Step 2: Responding and RSV

● If you have sent out a CQ, the 
operator responding should send 
you an image with their callsign, 
and a R.S.V signal report.

● You should then respond to their 
signal report with a return signal 
report.

● If you are responding to a CQ, 
you should first respond with your 
signal report, and then they will 
respond with theirs.



RSV Chart

# Readability Strength Video

1 Unreadable Faint signal, barely perceptible Picture unreadable

2 Barely readable Very weak Picture barely readable

3 Readable w/ difficulty Weak Readable with flaws

4 Readable w/ no difficulty Fair Very good picture, some flaws

5 Perfectly readable Fairly good Perfect picture, no flaws

6 Good

7 Moderately strong

8 Strong

9 Very strong



Making a QSO - Step 3: Sending a 73

● Once both parties have exchanged 
their signal report, both parties will 
exchange a 73 image. Like the 
others, you include your callsign, 
but you also may include a 73 in 
text on the image, and then any 
other final information you may 
want the other station to know. This 
can be grid square, state, country, 
anything like that.



Digital “SSTV”

● Recently, Digital “SSTV” has rose in 
popularity.

● It is actually not Slow Scan TV at all. 
It is a narrow band digital mode that 
effectively sends PC image files over 
the radio.

● It is rare to find someone doing Digital 
SSTV, unless they have a friend they 
are doing it with.

● The most common frequency for 
Digital SSTV is 14.233 USB

● The most widely used software for 
D-SSTV is EasyPal.



Receive Images From The Space Station

● The international space station 
occasionally will transmit SSTV 
images on 145.800 MHz FM. 

● This can be received with an HT 
and a SSTV app on your phone.

● The Amateur Radio on the ISS 
website is the best source to 
learn when the ISS will be 
transmitting SSTV.
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